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TECH FORUM
A New Kind of Book
and a Really Cheap
Reader
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor

Logitech Speaker
Lapdesk

At the recent international book fair in Frankfurt, Ger-

The Logitech Lapdesk N700

ulation about the future of book publishing. As bits

improves on the “laptop”

replace ink, the disruption increasingly affects traditional

design of notebooks. It has inte-

bookstores, methods of distribution, and pricing. Disin-

many (October 10-14), there was the usual anxious spec-

grated stereo speakers, a built-

termediation in the industry, which sounds like disinte-

in fan to dissipate the heat a

gration, is doing just that—breaking down the supply

Even the fonts have been

laptop can generate when pro-

chain. Douglas Schatz of Maple Leaf Consultants points

improved, with six font styles to

cessing streaming video, and

out, “The traditional book retailer is being bypassed by

choose from that adjust to any

there’s a padded base for com-

direct digital supply.” And with the digital self-publishing

of eight different sizes. The bat-

fort. The built-in speakers have

phenomenon offering a much easier path than the vanity

tery lasts up to eight weeks,

two-inch high-performance

presses of the past, Schatz says, “So too the roles of

even with the light turned on.

neodymium drivers, and they

author, agent, and publisher are changing with new chan-

The Wi-Fi connection lets you

connect through a single USB

nels of communication now possible between content

download books in under a

cable on the side. The speakers

creator and reader or customer.”

minute at home or at AT&T

are positioned on either side of

hotspots around town. There’s

your laptop. The quiet fan is

pressrooms around the country is kicking up a lot of dust

also a 3G version of the Paper-

protected from dust or damage

in the book trade. Two recent developments are likely to

White. The Amazon store pro-

by a grill, and it circulates air

accelerate even more extensive changes for hardbound

vides access to more than a

under your computer. The

copy. The latest version of the EPUB formatting (v. 3) for

million titles, including books,

Lapdesk requires no software

digital publications is ready to start turning out a new

The same digital upheaval that’s emptying newspaper

magazines, and newspapers,

for setup and no batteries. There

kind of book, and an e-Ink reader debuted at the Frank-

and it has 180,000 Kindle-

are volume controls for the

furt Fair that’s reported to retail at less than $15.

exclusive titles. The Kindle’s on-

speakers and an on/off switch

board memory will store up to

for the fan. www.logitech.com

NEW BOOKS

1,100 books. The touch

There are quite a number of different file types that can

screen has EasyReach tap

be used to produce e-books, but the field has been

zones for easy page turn-

recently winnowed down to three that are the most

ing. The reader weighs

popular—EPUB, Mobi, and PDF. Because PDF books are

only 7.5 ounces, and it’s

fixed and don’t reflow in your reader, they’re annoying

6.7" ✕ 4.6" ✕ 0.36".

when you want to do something like increase the type

www.amazon.com/

size. Mobi is the format used by Amazon for its Kindle

kindle

publications, and the aging technology is proprietary and
likely wouldn’t have the circulation it has without a parcontinued on next page
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ent like Amazon supporting both its

embed audio and video elements in the work.

content and the formatting.

There’s no need to go out for a player, because

Then there’s the EPUB format. The

there’s support for the MP3 format built in.

most popular, it’s becoming the world

Something called the SMIL specification lets

standard as a general-purpose document

you layer audio content on the print content so

format that can be applied to books,

that you can synchronize and switch between

magazines, reports, and most other

the two.

kinds of published papers. The name is a
contraction of the words “Electronic

additions in EPUB 3. By making these small

PUBlishing,” and EPUB 3 is the latest

programs part of the e-book environment,

revision of the standard. This latest iter-

scripting, which is so much a part of the inter-

ation is the result of a rewrite begun in

activity on the Web, can now add another

the summer of 2010.

dimension to the book. JavaScripts are small,

Just as with Word docs and Excel sheets

and, when executed on a Web browser, they can

that you prepare with HTML and CSS (Cas-

do all sorts of things from animating elements,

cading Style Sheets) markup systems in

like images or type, to inserting calculators or

order to put online, e-books need the same

even games. Matt Garrish is enthused by this

kind of embedded sets of instructions to

addition. “It’s going to be fun to watch the

allow for an e-reader to correctly display

development of scripted ebooks. The static print

text, charts, and illustrations. The advantage

mentality has largely ruled ebook development,

of a universal set of instructions that will

so it’s a bit like the dawn of a new age. It’s

display on all devices is obvious. Hence the

impossible to predict the innovative ways people

appeal of the EPUB standard, which has
been developed and maintained as an open source project.
Anyone who is responsible for publishing anything digi-

will find to use this functionality; creative
authors will, no doubt, find ways to improve on the traditional novel itself.”

tal should take a closer look at what you can do with this

Recent changes in e-book hardware have produced the

new format. EPUB 3 is truly revolutionary in the kind of

long sought after under-$100 e-book reader, and now the

books it can build—from a straightforward print of a pop-

multipurpose Kindle Fire—an e-book reader, tablet com-

ular novel that has an audio copy layered on the same

puter, and Internet portal all in one.

pages, allowing you to switch between reading and being

At the Frankfurt Book Fair, the Berlin-based Txtr company

read to, to textbooks that provide on-page interactive calcu-

announced a new e-Ink reader. A stripped down e-Ink reader

lations in math books or video of procedures for the exper-

with replaceable batteries and no Wi-Fi, the “Beagle” is small,

iment in the chem lab manual you are flipping through on

five inches, and light, 4.5 ounces. What makes this modest

your iPad.

reader revolutionary is the spectacular pricing. Here in the

EPUB 2, the immediate predecessor, works well with

U.S., the Beagle will be backed by 3M. It will be marketed to

e-Ink dedicated readers, but with the explosion of tablets,

“the 80% of the cell phone market that aren’t digital readers,”

beginning with the iPad, changes in the formatting were

says Thomas Leliveld, chief commercial officer for Txtr. That’s

needed to take advantage of what tablet computers can do.

actually a considerable market. A U.N. Telecom Agency

O’Reilly Books has a brief introduction titled What is
EPUB 3? by Matt Garrish. It’s free and can be downloaded at

Report last week claimed there are six billion cell-phone subscriptions worldwide. That’s almost as many people as there

http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920022442.do. It gets a

are on the planet. Txtr will be asking mobile carriers to offer

little technical, but Garrish does a good job profiling the

the Beagle to their subscribers for $12.80. Finally, an e-book

new standard, and he’s brief—24 pages.

reader for less than the price of a new book.

The current EPUB 2 supports four formatting standards:
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JavaScript is one of the more important

These two changes, one subtle, relating to the way con-

two from the Web (XHTML and CSS), along with XML and

tent is arranged, and one more obvious, an interesting gad-

ZIP. EPUB 3 supports a dozen formatting standards and has

get for next to nothing, might provide two more high-grade

multimedia built in. Built on HTML5, the standard lets you

accelerants to an already rattling juggernaut. SF
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